Past Webinars:

**Capitalization Planning for Native CDFI's**  
Presenter: Jack Northrup

Listen to this one and half hour webinar on developing a capitalization plan for your Native CDFI. Native CDFIs need different amounts of debt and equity as they grow and having a capitalization plan as part of your sustainable framework is essential when deciding the types of capital to bring into the organization. This webinar will help you understand what, why and when to do develop a capitalization plan. It also explore key elements of a capitalization plan and reviews a model plan from a Native CDFI. The session provides great tips to help you create your own capitalization plan.

- [Notes on Capitalization](#)
- [Capitalization Presentation](#)

**PLAY RECORDING** (1hr 17min)

**Business Model for your Native CDFI**  
Presenter: Lisa Wagner

Listen to this one-hour webinar on developing a business model for your Native CDFI. Using the “Business Model Canvas” as a framework, we explored key elements of a strong business model. The webinar will help you understand and analyze your CDFI's business model as well as learn from case studies of successful Native CDFIs.

Check back often for new offerings!

If you would like to be notified of upcoming webinars, send a request with your contact information to [nativecdfi@nw.org](mailto:nativecdfi@nw.org).

For more information contact [nativecdfi@nw.org](mailto:nativecdfi@nw.org).

NOTE: You do not need to complete the Statement of Interest to participate in a webinar. All Native CDFIs, regardless of their certification status, and their partners, are invited to participate.